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SUMMIT

IMMEDIATE, INTENTIONAL AND SUSTAINABLE CHANGE

JUNE 23, 2022

PRESENTED BY:
ALCOHOLISM & SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROVIDERS OF NEW YORK STATE, INC. (ASAP)
PLATINUM SUMMIT PARTNER $10,000.00
Logo sponsorship as a Platinum Summit Partner on all Summit materials and correspondence. Sponsorship of the Summit Keynote Plenary Session and an opportunity to provide a welcome introduction; Logo sponsorship on ASAP’s social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn accounts); Ten (10) Summit registrations; product information distribution to all attendees; and right to use the Summit name in promotion of your Summit partnership.

SUMMIT PARTNER $7,500.00
Logo sponsorship as a Summit Partner on all Summit materials and correspondence. Sponsorship of the Luncheon Summit Keynote Session and an opportunity to provide a welcome introduction; Seven (7) Summit registrations; product information distribution to all attendees; and right to use the Summit name in promotion of your Summit partnership.

SUMMIT PROGRAM PARTNER $5,000.00
Logo sponsorship of a Summit Program Session and an opportunity to provide a welcome and introduction of the session speaker(s); Five (5) Summit registrations; and right to use the Summit name in promotion of your Summit Program Partnership.

SUMMIT GOLD PARTNER $2,500.00
Logo sponsorship as a Gold Partner on all Summit materials and correspondence. Gold partners also receive three (3) registrations and the right to use the Summit name in promotion of your partnership.

SUMMIT LUNCHEON PARTNER $1,500.00
Logo sponsorship as a Luncheon Partner on all Summit materials and correspondence. Luncheon Sponsors will sponsor a GrubHub lunch credit for all conference attendees.

SUMMIT SUPPORTER $1,100.00
Logo sponsorship as a Supporter on all Summit materials and correspondence. Summit Supporters also receive two (2) registrations and the right to use the Summit name in promotion of your partnership.

SOCIAL MEDIA RECOGNITION SPONSOR $500.00
Gain exposure on ASAP’s social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn accounts). This is an effective and inexpensive way to capture the attention of the conference attendees, prompting them to seek out your company.

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER AS A SPONSOR!